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Abstract 
In this paper dI-domains are enriched by a family of projections which assign to each point a 
sequence of canonical approximations. The morphisms are stable maps that preserve the levels 
of approximation generated by the projections. For the computation of an approximation of a 
given level of the output they require, in addition, only information about the input of at most 
the same level of approximation. It is shown that the category of these domains and maps is 
Cartesian closed. The set of morphisms between two such domains is a domain of the same 
kind, but turns out not to be an exponent in the category. 
Domains D are constructed which are isomorphic to the exponent p. Moreover, it is proved 
that the space of retractions in an exponent @ is a retract of this. Both results together provide 
new models of Amadio-Longo’s extension A/$ of the i-calculus. As has been shown by Amadio 
and Longo, strong type theories which incorporate the Type: Type assumption can be syntactically 
interpreted in this calculus. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
As it is well known, each Scott domain can be represented as an inverse limit 
of an o-cochain of finite subdomains. They can be understood as uniform levels of 
approximation. Every point of the domain has a best approximation in each of the 
subdomains. With respect to these levels the growth of a Scott continuous function can 
be measured as well as the amount of information about an input needed to produce 
an output of a certain level. In general, Scott continuous functions neither preserve 
such levels of approximation nor is there a uniform bound on how far one has to 
approximate an input in order to obtain a given level of approximation of the output. 
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We are interested in Scott continuous functions that do have these properties: they 
preserve levels of approximation and are such that in order to produce an approximation 
of the output of a given level only an approximation of the input of at most the same 
level is required. As it turns out, these maps are exactly the Scott continuous functions 
that commute with the projections which take a point to its best approximation of a 
given level. 
In the present paper we consider dI-domains with a given family of such projections, 
called approximation structure, and show that in the category of these domains with 
morphisms that are stable and commute with the projections models of the @‘p-calculus 
can be constructed. 
The A&calculus has been introduced by Amadio and Longo [4] by abstracting from 
the characteristic properties of a class of models for higher-order type theories with a 
type of all types (cf. [3, 171). In these models types are interpreted as retractions over 
a domain model of the ip-calculus. The calculus is obtained by adding a new constant 
p to the Q-calculus and axioms which say that p is a retraction whose range is the 
collection of all provable retractions of the calculus. 
Amadio and Longo show that one of the most powerful typed languages, the Calculus 
of Constructions by Coquand and Huet, extended by the axiom * = k (Type = Kind) 
and fixed points can be syntactically interpreted in @p in such a way that the equational 
consistency of the extended calculus follows from the consistency of Afip, the proof of 
which they posed as an open problem. 
Berardi [6] was apparently the first who solved this problem by presenting a model. 
Scott [19] showed that the collection of finitary retractions over a Scott domain is 
the image of a finitary retraction over the space of continuous endofunctions of this 
domain. Berardi observed that when working over a dI-domain the image of a sta- 
ble retraction is still a dI-domain. It was then possible to adapt Scott’s technique to 
show that the space of stable retractions over a dI-domain is a stable retract of the 
functional space. Starting with a stable model of the @-calculus he thus obtained a 
model of the A/?p-calculus. Amadio [2] gives a similar construction in the case of stable 
bifinites. 
The models presented in this paper are constructed in several steps. First, it is shown 
that the category under consideration is Cartesian closed. It should be noted here that 
the space of morphisms between two objects of the category is again an object, but 
it is not their exponent, since applying the usual abstraction operation to a morphism 
does not result in a morphism. 
In a second step it is proved that in the subcategory with rigid embedding/projection 
pairs o-chains have a colimit and the functor mapping objects D to @ is o-continuous. 
Since, moreover, each object D is a retract of p, Scott’s D, construction can be 
carried out, which leads to a reflexive object in the category. 
In the last step, finally, using Berardi’s result it is shown that each retract of a dI- 
domain with an approximation structure is again of the same kind. Then it is defined 
what is meant by a retraction in the exponent @ and Scott’s construction of a retraction 
of all retractions is adapted to this case. 
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Koymans [16] showed that, given a reflexive object in a Cartesian closed category, 
there is a canonical way to construct a model of the untyped A-calculus. In our case 
one obtains a nonextensional J.-algebra [5], in which the q-axiom holds. We present a 
further construction which results in a nonextensional I-model. 
In the model obtained by Koymans’s construction each closed A-term is interpreted 
by an element of the lowest approximation level (Doo)o of the underlying domain D,. 
This observation gives rise to the construction of two more stable models. If, instead 
of to the dI-domain with approximation structure D, one applies Scott’s inverse limit 
construction to the lowest approximation level DO of D and works in the category of 
dI-domains with rigid embeddings, one achieves an extensional I-model, the underlying 
domain of which is a retract of D,. 
The exponent p in the category of dI-domains with approximation structure con- 
sidered in this paper is such that its lowest approximation level is isomorphic to the 
space of all morphisms from D to D. This is used to show that the dI-domain of all 
stable self-maps of (D,)o is a retract of (Doo)o. By this way one obtains a nonex- 
tensional il-model. Both models are compared with the model obtained by Koymans’s 
construction. 
Note that dI-domains with an approximation structure are a special case of the pro- 
jection spaces studied by Ehrig et al. [9-l 1, 131 as a generalization of the projective 
model of process algebra by Berg&a and Klop [7]. As it follows from that work there 
is a canonical ultrametric on each dI-domain with approximation structure which is 
shown to turn it into a complete metric space. The morphism considered here are also 
continuous with respect to the metric topology. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 dI-domains with an approximation 
structure and their morphisms are introduced and fundamental properties are derived. 
The Cartesian closure of the category of these domains is proved in Section 3, where 
it is also shown that the space of endomorphisms over an object D of the category 
can be embedded in the exponent @ and that D is a retract of @. 
Section 4 provides the usual prerequisites for Scott’s D, construction and in Sec- 
tion 5 it is proved that the fixed point set of a retraction on a dI-domain with ap- 
proximation structure is again a dI-domain with approximation structure and that the 
set of all retractions in an exponent p set can be obtained as the fixed point set of 
a retraction over L?“. In Section 6, finally, the results of the preceding sections are 
used to construct different models of the @“-calculus. Moreover, their relationship is 
studied. Some final remarks appear in Section 7. 
2. Domains with an approximation structure 
Let (D, C) be a partial order with smallest element 1. For a subset S of D, IS = 
{ x E D 1 (3y E S).x C y } is the lower set generated by S. The subset S is called 
compatible if it has an upper bound. S is directed, if it is nonempty and every pair of 
elements in S has an upper bound in S. D is a directed-complete partial order (cpo) if 
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every directed subset S of D has a least upper bound u S, and D is bounded-complete 
if every compatible subset has a least upper bound. In particular, if a pair {x, y} is 
compatible this is denoted by x t y. In a bounded-complete cpo any compatible pair 
{x, y} has a least upper bound which is written as x LI y. 
An element x of a cpo D is compact if for any directed subset S of D the relation 
x C US always implies the existence of an element u E S with x E U. We write Do 
for the set of compact elements of D. If Do is countable and for every y E D the set 
I(Y) n D o is directed and y = uJ{ y} n Do, the cpo D is said to be o-algebraic. 
Definition 1. A dZ-domain is a bounded-complete o-algebraic cpo D that satisfies the 
two axioms d and I: 
l Axiom d: For all x, y, z E D, if y ] z then 
xn(yLJz)=(xny)U(xrlz). 
l Axiom I: For all x E Do, { y E D 1 y L x } is finite. 
Note that in a bounded-complete algebraic cpo any two elements x and y have a 
greatest lower bound x n y [ 121. 
Definition 2. Let D and E be dI-domains. A function f: D + E is said to be 
(1) Scott continuous if it is monotone and for any directed subset S of D, 
f(J) = UfW 
(2) stable if it is Scott continuous and for every compatible pair {x, y} of elements 
of D we have that 
As it is well known, the category DI of all dI-domains with stable maps as mor- 
phisms is Cartesian closed. The terminal object is the one-point domain {I}, products 
are formed as Cartesian products ordered coordinatewise, and for dI-domains D and E 
the function space [D hs E] consists of the set of stable functions f: D + E ordered 
by the stable ordering C,, where f C, g if for all x, y E D 
x L Y + f (4 = f(y) n g(x). 
For f, g E [D +s E], let f Ts g denote that the pair {f ,g} is compatible in the 
stable ordering. 
Lemma 3 (Berry). Zf f, g E [D -+s E] with f Ts g, then x t y implies 
f (4 n g(y) = f(y) n g(x). 
A proof of this result can be found in [12], where it is also shown that least up- 
per bounds of directed subsets of the function space as well as least upper bounds 
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and greatest lower bounds of compatible pairs of stable functions can be computed 
argumentwise. 
It is widely known that every dI-domain D can be represented as the inverse limit 
of an o-cochain (Di)icw of finite subdomains [l]. Since the subdomains Di are closed 
under the operation of taking existing least upper bounds, any element x of D has a best 
approximation u {z E Di 1 z C x } in each of them. Abstracting from such properties 
one obtains the notion of an approximation structure. 
Definition 4. Let D be a dI-domain and for each i E O, [.I?: D -+ D. ([.]f)i,, is said 
to be an approximation structure on D if the following conditions (l)-(6) hold: 
(1) [.I? is stable. 
(2) JDicDi, where Di={xED/ [x]~‘=x}. 
(3) D*CUiDi. 
C4) [‘ID O [‘I,” = [‘lD,i,{iJ>’ 
(5) [-If C, id,. 
(6) U,[.]f = id,. 
Note that by conditions (4) and (S), [xl; = [[x];,]? r [x]Ei. As follows with prop- 
erty (3) of the next lemma, the maps [.I? form a chain even under the stable ordering. 
Every dI-domain has a trivial approximation structure: set [.I: = id,. An easy 
nontrivial example of a dI-domain with an approximation structure is the topped dI- 
domain W of the natural numbers, i.e., the ordinal 0 = o U {co} with its canonical 
order, which has co as its set of compact elements. For k E i5 and i E w set 
[k]? = min{i, k}. 
Then ([.lO)iEw is an approximation structure on W. 
Lemma 5. Let x, y E D. Then the following statements (l)-(4) hold 
(1) x C y H (Vi E o)[x]f rZ [y]f. 
(2) [X]f=U{ZEDiIZ&X}. 
(3) [x n y]? = [xl? n [y]f = [xl? n y. 
(4) x E Do =+ [xl? E Do. 
proof. (1) The “only-if” part follows with the monotonicity of [.I? and the “if” part 
since [xl? c [v]f c y, for all i, by condition 4(5), and hence x = ui[X]” L Y, by 
property 4(6). 
(2) Note that [xl? iI x, by condition 4(5), and [xl? E Di, by property 4(4). Hence 
[xl? 5 U{ z E Di 1 z & x }. On the other hand, if z E Di with z L x then z = [z]? 5 
[x]~.ThusU{z~Dj~z~x}CT[x]~. 
(3) It is [X n v]f C x and hence [x n v]p C [xl?. Thus [X n yl? C [xl? n Y. 
Since [xl? n y c [xl?, we have that [xl? n y E Di, by condition 4(2). As [xl? n y C 
y it follows therefore with statement (2) that [XI? n y L [y]f, which implies that 
[XI? n Y c [xi? n [YIP. 
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By property 4(5) [xl? n [u]f C x, y. Moreover, since [xl? n [u]f C [xl?, we know 
that [x]: n [r]p E Di. Hence [xl: n [r]? L [X n u]p. 
(4) If x is compact, there are only finitely many compact elements below x, by 
axiom I. With the algebraicity of D it follows that [xl? is the least upper bound of 
finitely many compact elements and is thus itself compact. 
As has already been mentioned, an approximation structure on D can be obtained 
from a representation of the domain as a limit of an w-cochain of subdomains. We 
will now show that conversely any approximation structure on D determines such a 
representation. 
Proposition 6. Di is a sub-dI-domain of D, for every i E w. 
Proof. Since [.I? is Scott continuous, Di is a cpo. Let S be a subset of Di and x 
be a bound of S. Then [xl? is also a bound of S. Hence US L [xl;, from which, 
by property 4(2), it follows that US E Di. Thus, Di is bounded-complete. Note that 
09 = Di n Do and observe that if x E Di and x = u { u E Do 1 u L x }, then u E Di, 
which means that x = u { u E @’ 1 u & x }. Then o-algebraicity is inherited from D. 
The same is true for axioms d and I. 
The next result is now a consequence of conditions 4(5), (6), and Lemma 5(3). 
Proposition 7. D is isomorphic to the inverse limit of the w-cochain (Di, [.I? t 
Di+l )i~o* 
The morphisms we want to consider in this paper are not only morphisms in the 
category DI, i.e., stable functions, but also homomorphisms of the algebra defined by 
the projections maps [a]?. 
Definition 8. Let D and E be dI-domains with approximation structures ([.$&, and 
([*lB>iEw, respectively. A stable function f: D + E is a projection morphism if for all 
iEo 
[.]f 0 f = f 0 [qp. 
Lemma 9. A stable function f: D + E is a projection morphism if and only if the 
following two conditions (1) and (2) hold: 
(1) [f(.~)]~ = [f([x]$‘)]~, for all x E D and i, j E cr) with jai, 
(2) f (Di) C Ei, for all i E W. 
Proof. Let x E D and note for the “if’‘-part that f([x]p) E Ei. Then it follows that 
U-WF = ~fW~>l~ =f <w>- 
Now, let us consider the “only if”-part. We first verify condition (1). Let to this 
end i, j E cc) with j >i. Then we have that [f([x]p)]” = [[J(x)]F]k = [f(x)];. 
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For the proof of condition (2) let x E D;. Then we obtain that f(x) = f([x]D) = 
[f(x)];, which means that f(x) E Eis 
The first condition tells us that in order to produce an output of level i, i.e., in Ei, a 
projection morphism requires only an approximation of the input of at most the same 
level, while the second condition says that it preserves levels of approximation. 
For x E D set [xl: = x. Then A(k,x) E 0 x D.[x]f is a map from W x D to D. 
Note that W x D is a dI-domain with approximation structure. The projection maps are 
defined componentwise. 
Lemma 10. The map [.I! is a projection morphism. 
Proof. Since the projection maps form a monotone family of stable functions, [.I! 
is monotone. Its Scott continuity follows with property 4(6) and the stability is a 
consequence of Lemma 5(3). 
The next examples show that stable maps need not have the properties presented in 
Lemma 9. 
Example 11. We consider the set of truth values, where each truth value is the least 
upper bound of an infinite sequence of approximations. Let, to this end, i?G+ = 0 \ (0) 
and Boo1 be the set { ti, f i 1 i E O+ } U {I} ordered by 
x=IV(Gli,jEo+)i<jA[(x=tiAy=tj)V(x=fiAy=fj)]. 
Obviously, Boo1 is a dI-domain. Set [1]i = I, for i E o. Moreover, for k E W and 
i > 0 define [tk]o = [fk]o = I, [tk]i = tmin{i,k}y and [f,]i = fmin{i,k). Then ([.lihEw 
is an approximation structure on Bool. 
Now, define neg,: Boo1 + Boo1 by 
negdf,) = tm-l, wa(t,) = fl+n, neg,(f i) = neg,(l.) = I 
for m, n E W+ with m # 1. Then the function neg, is stable, but it is not a projection 
morphism. Property (1) in Lemma 9 is not satisfied, because 
begl(f5)14 = it414 = t4 
but 
[neg,([f,l4)14 = bw,(f4)14 = Lt314 = t3. 
Property (2) is also not valid, since 
negl(t5) = f6 and f, @ Bool, . 
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Thus neg, is not a projection morphism. A slight modification of the definition, how- 
ever, leads to a projection morphism. For m E Z!? set 
neg*(f,) = t,, neg*(t,) = f,, neg,(i) = 1. 
Then neg,: Boo1 + Boo1 is stable as well and commutes with the projection functions. 
Example 12. Let N 4o be the set of all finite or infinite sequences of natural numbers. 
Then N<” is a dI-domain with respect to the prefix ordering. Moreover, for a sequence 
wgNGw and i E co, let [w]i be the longest prefix of w the length W(w) of which does 
not exceed i. As it is readily verified, ([.]i)iE(o is an approximation structure on N<“. 
Now, for some finite nonempty sequence a E NQW, define fa(x) to be the sequence 
obtained by concatenating a and x. Then fO is stable, but does not satisfy condition 
(2) in Lemma 9. 
Assume that a = (ao,. . . ,a,) and let g&) be the sequence with components 2aj+’ . 
3++‘, for j < min{lth(a), lth(x)}. Then ga: N”” -+ N 4w is stable and commutes with 
the projection maps. 
For a stable function f :D + E it is known that for each u E E” there is a minimal 
element u E Do with u C f(u). This is used for an alternative description of the 
function f in terms of pairs of compact elements. 
Definition 13. Let f E [D +S E]. The set 
Tr(f) = { (u,v) E Do x E” / u is minimal with v L f(u)) 
is called the trace of f. 
As it is shown in [6], the trace of a stable function has certain characteristic properties 
such that each set of pairs of compact elements with these properties is the trace of a 
stable function. We shall now extend this result to the case of projection morphisms. 
Lemma 14. Let f: D + E be a projection morphism. Then Tr(f) satisfies the fol- 
lowing properties: 
(1) rf{Ul, ...> u,} is compatible and (ui, ul), . . ., (u,, u,) E Tr( f ), then (01, . . ., u,} 
is also compatible and (~1 u . . . u u,, u1 u . . . u u,) E Tr( f ). 
(2) Zf (u, v) E Tr( f) and u’ C v, then there is some u’ E u such that (u’, u’) E Tr( f ). 
(3) If (u, u), (u’, II) E Tr(f) with u r u’, then u = u’. 
(4) Zf (u,v) E Tr(f) and i E co, then there is some U _C [u]? such that (6, [II];) E 
‘Wf ). 
Proof. (1 b(3) have been derived in [6]. For the proof of (4) let i E CO and (u, V) E 
Tr(f ). Then D C f(u) and hence [u]? I& f ([u]?). As we have seen in Lemma 5(4), 
[u]? is also compact, which implies that there are only finitely many compact elements 
below [u]?. Hence, there is a minimal one, say U, such that [u]; E f(C). 
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Lemma 15. (1) From Tr(f) one can compute f via the following formula: 
f(x) = u 1 v I (3~ C x>(u, 0) E Wf) 1. 
(2) Each set of pairs of compact elements atisfying conditions (l)-(4) of Lemma 14 
is the trace of the projection morphism deJined by the formula above. 
Proof. (1) follows as in [6]. Now, let X be a subset of Do x E” with properties (l)-(4) 
of the above Lemma and define 
f(x) = u { v I vu c x)(4 0) E x 1. 
As has been shown in [6], f is a stable function with Tr(f) = X. So, it remains to 
check that f commutes with the projections. It is 
f([@) = u {u I (3u c M%VJ) E X}, 
[f(x)]; = U{ [@ I(322 Lx)(t;,f?) EX}. 
Let (u,v) E X with u & [xl?. Then, by property (4), there is some ts C [u]? 
such that (~7, [VI;) E X. Since, U L [u]? C x and [[v];]: = [VI”, this shows that 
f (MP) c [f (x)lE. 
Now, conversely, let (z&t?) E X with li C x. Again by property (4), we obtain that 
for some u E [zi]?, (u, [fi]“) E X. Since [ti]; !& [xl?, it follows that [f(x)]: C f ([xl?). 
With these lemmas it is now easy to verify that for two stable functions f and g, 
f C, g if and only if Tr( f) G Tr(g). 
The next lemma is again an extension of a result in [6]. 
Lemma 16. Let f be a projection morphism, I C Tr(f ), and I’ be the closure qf 
I downwards in Tr( f) (with respect to the product order). Then the following two 
statements hold: 
(1) Let g be the projection morphism dejned by the set 
{(U~U~~~UU,,V~U~~~UV,)ET~(~)/(U~,V~),...,(~,,V,)EZ’}. 
Then g is the smallest projection morphism h 5, f with I C Tr(h). 
(2) Zf I is jinite, then g is jinite, i.e., has a jinite trace. 
Proof. (1) It follows as in [6] that every such h is above g and that the set defining 
g satisfies conditions (1)<3) of Lemma 14. For the verification of requirement (4) let 
i E CO and (u~U...UU~,VIU...UV,) E Tr(f) with (ui,vi),...,(u,,v,) E I’. Since Tr(f) 
satisfies condition (4), there exists some li & [ui U. . . U u,Jp with ([vi U. . . U un]f, ti) E 
Tr(f ). Note that ti T uy, for 1 <v <n. Thus, by conditions 14(2), (3), there are U, 5 
Gnu, with ([vi U. . . Llvn]f n vy,ziy) E Tr(f ). Because I’ is downwards closed in Tr(f ), 
it follows that ([vi U. . . U v,]f F’ vy, U,) E I’, for each v. The set of all U, is bounded by 
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li. Therefore, by property 14( 1) and since [pi LI . . . L. ZI,]~ is the least upper bound of 
the [zii L. . . . LJ v,Jf n uV, we have that ([al U. . . U un]f, Ul U . . . Ll U,) E Tr(f). Observe 
that zii U . . . u 27, g ii 5 [q u . . u z&. 
(2) Follows as in [6]. 
Now, let [D hPrn E] be the set of all projection morphisms from 
stable ordering. Moreover, for f E [D +rrn E] and x E D define 
u-l’(x) = UWIF. 
D into E with the 
Theorem 17. Let D and E be d&domains with approximation structure. Then [D -So,,, 
E] is again a dI-domain with approximation structure. The compact elements are 
exactly the jinite functions. 
Proof. Closure under directed and/or bounded least upper bounds follows with the 
above lemmas as well as that the compact elements are just the finite functions. This, 
in its turn, implies axiom I. Axiom d is inherited from the superdomain of all stable 
maps from D into E. The verification that ([‘]lT)iem is an approximation structure is 
straightforward. For condition 4(3) note that, by Lemma 15(l), the range of a finite 
function contains only least upper bounds of finitely many compact elements. These 
are itself compact. 
Sets with a family of projections that fulfill only condition 4(4), called projection 
spaces, have been studied by Ehrig et al. (9-l 1, 131 as a generalization of the projective 
model of process algebra by Berg&a and Klop [7]. As follows from that work, with the 
help of the projection functions a canonical metric can be defined on each dI-domain 
with an approximation structure. 
For x, y E D set 
0, Y> = 
0 ifx=y, 
2-mi~{~lblffb’lf) othemise. 
Proposition 18. Let D be a dI-domain with approximation structure. Then (D,d) is 
a complete ultrametric space with IJ { Di ) i E co} as dense subspace. 
Proof. Obviously, d(x, y) = d(y,x), and d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y. For the 
verification of the ultrametric inequation let x, y, z E D and without restriction assume 
that they are pairwise different. Then there exist m = max { i ( [xl? = [y]? }, n = 
max { i 1 [y]? = [z]? } and r = max{ i 1 [xl? = [z]f’}. If m<r and n<r, then a = m. It 
follows that d(x, y) = 2-m-’ = max(22’-‘,2-“-i} = max{d(x,z),d(y,z)}. If m > r 
then n = r. Thus d(x, y)< max{d(x,z), d(y,z)}. And if n > r then m = r. Hence 
dky)< max{d(v),d(y,z)}. 
Next, let (xi)iEw be a Cauchy sequence in D. Then there are numbers Izi such that 
d(x,,;c,) < 2-‘, for all m, nani. Without restriction assume that all xi are pairwise 
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different. This implies that for all m, n ant, max{ j 1 [x,&’ = [x& } >i. Let the ni be 
minimal with this property. Then ni+i >ni, for all i E co. Set zi = [x~,]?. It follows that 
izi+114 = [iIXn,+~]f+~]~ = [Xn,+,]f =[Xn,]f = Zi. 
Let z be the least upper bound of the zi in D. Then [z]? = zi, for all i E co. It follows 
for n>ni that ~(x,,x,~) < 2-’ and ~(x,~,z) < 22’. Thus 
4~) d max{&,x,, ), 4x,r,z)} < 22’, 
which implies that z = lim,x,. This shows that (D,d) is complete. 
Finally, for x E D and i E o, let B(x, i) = { y E D 1 d(x, y) < 2~’ }. Then the 
collection of all B(x, i) is a canonical basis of the metric topology on D. If x = [xl? 
then x E B(x, i) n Di. If x # [x1$’ then min {j 1 [xl? # [[x1$) } > i, which implies 
that d(x, [xl?) < 2-‘. This shows that U { Di ) i E co } is a dense base of D. 
As it follows from Lemma 9, every projection morphism is also continuous with 
respect to the metric topology. 
3. Cartesian closure 
Let DIA be the category of dl-domains with approximation structure and projec- 
tion morphisms. Obviously, the one-point domain is terminal also in this category. 
As has already been mentioned the Cartesian product of two dI-domains D and E 
with approximations structures ([.]f)iG, and ([.]f)i,,, respectively, endowed with the 
componentwise ordering is a dI-domain. Moreover, if for x E D and y E E we set 
m~Y)lx = <We [VI32 
then ([.lls )iEw is an approximation structure on D x E. This product is easily verified 
to be a categorical product. Obviously, (D x E)i = Di x Ei. Thus, the operation of 
taking Cartesian products commutes with the maps that project a domain D onto Di, 
for i E co. 
As we have already seen, the set of all projection morphisms from D into E is a 
dI-domain with approximation structure again. But it is not an exponent of D and E in 
DIA. For dI-domains with approximation structure C, D and E, projection morphisms 
g: C x D + E, and points x E C, the maps E,y E D.g(x, y) and J_z E C.ily E D.g(z, y) 
need not commute with the projections. Nevertheless there is an exponent in DIA. The 
construction is a refinement of the corresponding construction for projection spaces [ 131. 
By Lemma 9 projection morphisms f: D -+ E preserve levels of approximation, i.e., 
f(Di) G Ei. The idea is therefore to represent the morphism f by an approximating 
sequence 1 = (fo, f; , . . .) of locally operating maps ff: Di + Ei. Application is then 
defined by 
ev(f4) = u _hX~lfi)>. 
n 
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An obvious way to impose an approximation structure on such sequences is by setting 
[PIi = chY..,ALlL..). 
But in this case we can no longer take j to be a locally working function only. We 
need JI’: D --f E. Moreover, application has to be a projection morphism again, i.e., it 
has to be ev([& [xl?) = [ev(f,x)]f. Now, we have that 
e&Ii, [Xlf) = ~([jli)n(~[xl~l~) = u _h;:(klD> = h;:(blP> 
n n>i 
and [ev(7,n)]f = [u, u, fn([x]~)]~ = u,[fn(x)]f. In order to obtain equality of 
both expressions we therefore require that [&x)18 = J( [xl?), for ~12 i. If we write 
f(n,x) instead of J(x) and set [n]? = min{i,n), the condition says that [f(n,x)]f = 
f([n]r, [xl?), which means that the map f: o x D --f E has to be a projection mor- 
phism. 
The deficiency of this requirement is that the set o with its natural order is not a 
dI-domain, since it is not directed-complete. By taking its completion 73 instead, we 
arrive at the following definition of an exponent ED: 
ED = [i3 x D tprn El. 
As we have already seen, ED is a dI-domain again, whose compact elements are the 
finite functions. We denote the stable ordering on ED by &. 
For g E ED and k E 755 let gk = Jz E D.g(k,z). Then we can think of an element g of 
ED as a sequence (gk)kEw of stable functions. As it is readily verified, we have for f, 
gEEDthatfc,gifandonlyifforalli,kfowithidk,fkC,gkandfkflgj=~, 
where in the last requirement the greatest lower bound is taken in [D +S E]. Since 
least upper bounds of directed sets of stable functions and least upper bounds as well as 
greatest lower bounds of compatible pairs of stable functions are given argumentwise, 
we have for these sequences that such bounds can be taken componentwise. In each 
component they can be computed argumentwise. 
The relationship between the traces of the maps g E ED and gk is given by the next 
lemma. 
Lemma 19. Let g E ED. Then for every k E G, 
Tr(gk) = { (u,v> E Do x E” / (3jdk)u,u,u) E Tr(g)}. 
Proof. If (u, u) E Tr(gk), then a & g(k,u). Hence, there is some minimal CJ, u’, U) f 
Tr(g) with j<k and U’ L u. This means that u C go’, u’) C g(k, u’), as gj C, gk. By 
the minimality of u it follows that u = u’. 
For the proof of the converse inclusion let (j, U, U) E Tr(g), for some j dk. Then 
u & gG,u) & g(k, u). Assume that there is some u’ g u with II C g(k,u’). Then we 
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have that v C go’, U) n g(k, u’) = go’, u’), as gj 5, gk. By the minimality 
obtain that u = u’. 
It remains to define an approximation structure on ED. Note that with 
mation structure ([.]i” )iEo, ED fails to be an exponent in DIA. 
Definition 20. For g E ED, (k,z) E i3 x D, and i E o, let 
M”W) = dWlU,~). 
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of G,u) we 
the approxi- 
Obviously, [g]FP is again in ED and condition 4(4) holds. Since Tr([g]“) = { 0, u, v) 
E Tr(g) 1 j d i }, it is easily verified that also the remaining requirements in Definition 4 
are satisfied. Thus, ([.]F’)i,, is an approximation structure on ED. 
Observe that (ED)0 is in a one-to-one correspondence with [D dprn E]: The functions 
which map g E (ED)0 to & E D.g(O,z) E [D jprn E] and f E [D jp,,, E] to d(k,x) E 
0 x D.f(x) E (ED)0 are inverse to each other. 
Summing up what we have shown so far we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 21. Let D and E be dI-domains with approximation structure, Then ED is 
again a d&domain with approximation structure. The compact elements are exactly 
the jinite functions. 
So, we know that ED is also an object in DIA. In what follows we will show that 
it is indeed the exponent of D and E in this category. 
For g E ED and z E D define 
ev(g,z) = g(v). 
As g is Scott continuous, it follows that 
ev(g,z) = g un,u[zrlf = US (n~[zlf;'>. ( ) n n n 
Lemma 22. ev E [ED x D --+pm E]. 
Proof. The stability of ev is a consequence of the stability of functional application 
in the category DI. Its commutability with the projections follows as in [13]. 
Let us next consider the operation of abstraction. For a further dI-domain with 
approximation structure C, a projection morphism f E [C x D -So,,, E], x E C and 
(k,z)~iZxD set 
f(X)(kZ) = fWkCA 
Lemma 23. Let f E [C x D A~,,, E] and x E C. Then the following statements hold 
(1) .?(x) E ED, 
(2) .7 E [C +pm EDI, 
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(3) f = evo(f x id,), 
(4) IfhE[C-+,, E”] with f = ev o(h x id,), then h = 7. 
Proof. (1) The function T(X) can be obtained by composing projection morphisms. 
Hence, it is itself a projection morphism. 
(2) As a composition of stable functions the function J(x, k, z) E C x 0 x D. f ([x]f,z) 
is stable. Since the category DI of dI-domains and stable maps is Cartesian closed, it 
follows that the map 7 is stable as well. The verification that it commutes with the 
projection functions as well as the proof of (3) and (4) proceeds as in [ 131. 
This shows that ED is the exponent of D and E in DIA. 
Theorem 24. The category of dI-domains with approximation structure and projec- 
tion morphisms is Cartesian closed. 
In the remainder of this section we show that for two dI-domains with approximation 
structure D and E both the function space [D -fpm E] and the domain E can be 
embedded into ED. For h E [D -+pm E] and (k,z) E W x D define 
YY(h)(kz) = VWI:. 
Lemma 25. Let D and E be d&domains with approximation structure, Then the 
following statements hold: 
(1) Y(h) E ED, for every h E [D jprn E], 
(2) Y E UD +pm El +pm EDI, 
(3) Y is one-to-one. 
Proof. (1) As a composition of projection morphisms Y(h) is a projection morphism 
as well. 
(2) Note that Y is obtained by abstraction (in DI) from the function 
I(h,k,z) E [D -So,,, E] x 0 x D.[h(z)]f, 
which is stable since both the map [.I! and the operation of applying a stable function 
to an argument are stable. It follows that also Y is stable. Let us check now that Y 
commutes with the projections. We have 
Whli”)(kz) = M+Wl; = KWlflf 
= [h(Z)lE,i,~i~> = YY(h)([kl_‘,z) = [Y(h)I~p(k~)~ 
(3) Let h, f E [D -+pm E] with Y(h) = Y( f ). Then it follows for all z E D that 
h(z) = UW(z)lf = u W)(v) = u Y(f )(n,z) = f(z), 
n n n 
which means that h = f. 
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Now, for x E E and (k,z) E 0 x D set 
O(x)(k,z) = [xl;. 
Then the next result can be derived in the same way. 
Lemma 26. Let D and E be d&domains with approximation structure. Then the 
following statements hold: 
(1) O(x) E ED, for every x E E, 
(2) @ E [E +pm EDI, 
(3) 0 is one-to-one. 
Note that this result is not a consequence of the above lemma, since, in general, 
the function space [D -+pm E] does not include all constant functions. This shows that 
for nontrivial dI-domains D and E with approximation structure, ED contains not only 
representations of the projection morphisms from D into E. 
In the case of the last embedding 0 there is also a canonical projection, which 
operates as the inverse of 0 on the range of 0. For g E ED set 
Since the constant map that sends all elements of ED to lo is a projection morphism, 
the function Q can be obtained as a composition of projection morphisms, which proves 
the next result. 
Lemma 27. Let D and E be dI-domains with approximation structure. Then R E 
[ED -+pm El. 
Definition 28. Let D and E be dI-domains, f E [D +s E], and g E [E dS D]. The 
pair (f, g) is called a rigid embedding/projection if the following two conditions hold: 
(1) gof = id,, 
(2) fog L, id,. 
The function f is also said to be a rigid embedding and g is a rigid projection. 
Note that the function g is uniquely determined by f, and vice versa [20]. Therefore, 
we also write fR instead of g. 
Lemma 29. Let D and E be dI-domains with approximation structure. Then (0,sZ) 
is a rigid embeddinglprojection pair. 
Proof. We have for x E E that 
(fi 0 o)(x) = ev(@(X), 10) = @(x)(w, 10) = [Xl”, = x. 
Thus, the first condition in Definition 28 is satisfied. For the verification of the second 
requirement let f, g E ED with f Eep g and (k,z) E 53 x D. Then it is f (k,z)n 
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g(k, _Lo) = f(k, 10) and hence 
((0 0 W(g) n idED( = @(Q(g))(kz) n f(kz) 
= @(ev(g, b))(kz) n f(b) 
= [ev(s, LI )I; n f(S z) 
= [g(w, Ul% n f(kJ) 
=g(k,lD)nf(k,z) 
= f(k, 10) 
= (0 0 Q)(f)(k,z). 
The next two results are needed in the sequel. The first is due to Coquand, Gunter 
and Winskel [8]. 
Lemma 30. Let D and E be dI-domains and f E [D -+S E]. Then f is a rigid 
embedding if and only if there is a function g E [E +S D] such that the following 
conditions hold for all x E D and y E E: 
(1) (9 O f)(x) = -? 
(2) (f Og)(Y) rr Y? 
(3) Y c f(x) =+ (f Og)(Y) = Y. 
Lemma 31. Let D and E be dI-domains and (f,g): D + E be a rigid embedding1 
projection pair. Then, for all u, u’ E D and v, v’ E E, the following two properties 
hold: 
(1) (u,v),(u’,v) E Tr(f) + u = u’, 
(2) (v,u),(v’,u) E Tr(g) + v = u’. 
Proof. (1) Let (u, v), (u’, v) E Tr(f ). Then we have that u L f(u) and v 5 f (u’). 
Moreover, u and U’ are minimal with this property. By Lemma 30 it follows that 
f (g(v)) = v. As it is easily verified, g(v) is compact in D. Since, in addition, g(v) C 
g( f (u)) = u and also g(u) !& u’, we obtain by the minimality of u and u’ that u = 
U’ = g(v). 
(2) Let (v,u), (v’,u) E Tr(g). Then u C g(v) and u L g(v’). As f is an embedding, 
f(u) is compact in E [ 181. Furthermore, we have that g(f(u)) = u, f(u) C v, and 
f(u) L v’. Hence, v = v’ = f(u). 
4. Embeddings and cohnits 
In this section we want to show that there are nontrivial dI-domains with approxi- 
mation structure which are models of the @-calculus. We do this by following Scott’s 
D, construction, which implies the construction of colimits of chains of dI-domains 
with approximation structure with rigid embeddings as comecting morphisms. 
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Let DIAe be the subcategory of DIA the objects of which are dI-domains with ap- 
proximation structure and the morphisms of which are rigid embeddings that commute 
with the projection functions. Our first aim is to show that every w-chain in DIA’ has 
a colimit. To this end we remark that the following result of Plotkin [I81 holds also 
in the context of dI-domains with approximation structure. 
Proposition 32. Let X = (Dm,e,,,)mEw bean o-chain in DIAe. Moreover, let (gm)mEw 
and (gb)mGw be cocones from X to D and D’, respectively. Then the following 
properties hold: 
(1) The sequence (gk o gi)mEw has a least upper bound in [D +pm D’], 
(2) The cocone (gmkw is colimiting if and only if u, gm o g”, = id,, 
(3) rf (gm)mEw is colimiting, then u, gk o g”, is the uniquely determined map s E 
[D +pm D’] with gi = s o gm. 
Proof. Properties (2) and (3) follow as in [ 181. For ( 1) we only have to show that 
(s:, O s”, )!?Eo is an increasing sequence with respect to the stable order. Let to this end 
x, y E D with x C y. Then gi+i(x) C d+,(y). Since e, 0 $ E, id,,+, , it follows that 
(e, o CL$ o g:+,)(y) fl g:+*(x) = (em 0 4 0 &+l)(x). Applying gL+l to both sides and 
using its stability and the fact that gk = gk+l o e, and similarly for gi+, gives the 
equation which shows that gh o 8, 5, gk+, 0 gi+, . 
Now, let X = (Dm,e,)mEw be an o-chain in DIAe. As it can easily be shown, 
the inverse limit Do0 = { t E n, D” 1 (Vn E o)t(n) = e(t(n + 1)) } of the w-cochain 
(D”, eR,)m~o is again a dI-domain with respect to the componentwise ordering. More- 
over, in the category of dI-domains and rigid embeddings it is a colimit of the w-chain 
obtained from X by forgetting the approximation structure. In what follows we will 
define an approximation structure on Do3 and show that we thus obtain a colimit of 
X in DIA’. For t E D” and i, n E o let 
[tli”tn) = [ON?. 
As it is easily verified, [t]? E DW again. 
Lemma 33. ([.]y)iEw is an approximation structure on DD”. 
Proof. Since the order on Da . IS defined componentwise, all conditions in Definition 4 
are inherited from the corresponding conditions for the components of the chain. We 
only check condition (3). 




e,,(x) if n<m, 
e”,,(x) otherwise, 
(1) 
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for x E D”, be the canonical embedding of D” into Dm. If t E (Dm)‘, then there is 
some m E o and some u E (Dm)’ so that t = in,(u). Since u E (D*)‘, there is some 
i E o with u E DT. Then we have for n > m that 
[Q%> = [emn(u>l?” = ed[ulY) = hdu> = 0) 
and for n < m that 
[t]?(n) = [efm(u)]f’ = e&([u]“) = G,(u) = t(n). 
Thus t E Di”. 
Let pr,: DO” --+ D”, defined by 
(2) 
be the canonical projection onto the nth component. Obviously, both, the canonical 
embedding and the projection, commute with the projection functions [‘Ii and are stable. 
Moreover, using that (enm,em) IS a rigid embedding/projection pair it is readily verified 
that (in,, pr,) is also a rigid embedding/projection pair. By checking condition (2) in 
Lemma 32 one then obtains that (DOO,(in,),E,) is a colimit of the w-chain X. 
Theorem 34. The category DIAe of dI-domains with approximation structure and 
rigid embeddings that commute with the projection functions is o-cocomplete. 
For dI-domains with approximation structure D set E(D) = @ and for a rigid 
embedding/projection pair (e,@) with e E [D +pm D’] define E(e) and E(e)R by 
E(e)(g) = e o g o (id, xeR), 
E(e)R(h) = dp oh o (id, xe), 
forgEp andhED’“‘. As it is easily shown, E(e)(g) E DtD’ and E(e)R(h) E P. 
Lemma 35. (1) E(e) and E(e)R are projection morphisms. 
(2) (E(e),E(e)R) is a rigid embedding/projection pair. 
Proof. (l)ForgED”andzED’set 
f(g,z) = e(ev(g, e%))> 
and let _? be the morphism obtained from f by abstraction. Then f E [o” jPnz D@]. 
But 7 = E(e). So, we have that E(e) is a projection morphism. In the same way it 
follows that also E(e)R is a projection morphism. 
(2) Obviously, E(e)R(E(e)(g)) = g. For the proof of the other condition let g, 
h E DID’ with g CeP h. Moreover, let k E W and X, y E D’ with x C y. Then we have 
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ete%(k ~1)) n h(kx) = et&@, Y))) n dk y) n htkx) 
= e(e%(ky))) n g(kx) n W,Y) 





where the last line holds since e($(g(k,x))) C g(k,x) C h(k,x) L h(k,y). Line (3) 
holds because e($P(z)) L z, line (4) follows with Berry’s Lemma 3 as gk Ts hk and 
x T y, and line (5) holds as e o $1 C, id,,. 
It follows that e o $1 o gk C, hk. By applying Berry’s lemma again and using the fact 
that e o ea &, id,, and h(k,e(g(z))), g(k,z) L h(k,z) we now have for z E D’ that 
(E(e)tEte)Rth)) n g%W = 4&h(k4eR(z))))) n dk-4 
= 4eRtsW))) nW, 4eR(z)>) 
= 4&&4&z))))) n WA 
= e(&dk 4eRtz)))>), 
where in the last line it is used that e($(g(k,e($(z))))) 5 g(k,z) C h(k,z). This shows 
that E(e)(E(e)R(h)) n g = E(e)(E(e)R(g)), which means that E(e) o E(e)R C, idD,Df. 
For an o-chain X as above, let E(X) be the w-chain (E(Dm),E(e,))mE,. Again 
by verifying condition (2) in Lemma 32 one obtains that (E(DOO), (E(in,)),E,) is a 
colimit of the o-chain E(X) (cf. [20]). 
Theorem 36. The jiinctor E is w-continuous. 
As we have already seen in Section 3, for every dI-domain D with an approximation 
structure, D is a retract of @ via the rigid embedding/projection pair (@,a). From [20] 
it then follows for the o-chain (E”(D),E”(O)),,, that its colimit D, is isomorphic 
to o”,-. As has been shown by Koymans [ 161, for every nontrivial D, D, determines 
a I-algebra [5], which is an extensional l-model exactly if D, has enough points. 
Definition 37. Let C be a category with terminal object T and let A be an object of 
C. 
(1) A point of A is a morphism x E C[T,A]. 
(2) Object A has enough points if for all morphisms f, g E C[A,A] with f # g there 
is a point x of A such that f ox # g o x. 
Since projection morphisms commute with the projection function [.]a and [I]0 = I, 
the points of an object D of DIA are in a one-to-one correspondence with the elements 
of Do. 
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5. A retraction of alI retractions 
A retraction Y: D -+ D is a morphism such that Y o r = r. The retract associated 
with it is its range, or equivalently, the set of its fixed points: 
rg(r) = {x E D 1 r(x) = x}. 
As has been proved by Berardi [6], the retract of a stable retraction on a dI-domain 
D is a sub-dI-domain of D. We will show now that in the case of a dI-domain with 
approximation structure and a retraction which is a morphism in our category DIA the 
retract carries again an approximation structure. 
For x E rg(r) and i E w define 
[xl; = [xl;. 
Then [xl! E rg(r), since r commutes with the projections. Obviously, rg(r)i = Di n 
rg(r). As follows from Berardi’s proof, the compact elements of rg(r) are exactly the 
elements Y(U) with u E Do such that u C Y(U). By condition 4(3) for D we have that 
u E Di, for some i E W. Hence [r(u)]; = [r(u)]? = r([u]f) = Y(U), i.e., Y(U) E rg(r)i. 
Thus, condition 4(3) holds with respect to rg(r). In a similar way also the other 
conditions in Definition 4 are inherited. 
Theorem 38. Let D be a dI-domain with approximation structure and r E [D +pm 
D] be a retraction. Then (rg(r),([.]T)i,=w) . g 1s a ain a dI-domain with approximation 
structure. It is a substructure of (D, ([.]f)iEw). 
We will now define a composition operation on p. If, again, we think of the func- 
tions g E p as sequences (gk)&$ then the obvious way is to define it componentwise. 
For f, g E De let 
(f 09)(k) = f(kg(kz)). 
Then (f Og)k = fkO9k. We write f” for f O... of (n-times). As a composition of 
projection morphisms f o g is a projection morphism, which means that f o g f Do 
again. Note that this composition operation is consistent with the usual composition 
defined via application. 
Lemma 39. Let r E [(p x @) x D +pm D] be dejined by 
r((f, 9b) = ev(f, Ns,z)> 
and let f E [o” x @ dPm p] be obtained from r by abstraction. Then l=(f ,g) = 
f 09. 
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Proof. For (k,z) E Cc, x D we have that 
Qf> g)(kz) = r([(f?g)l; 7) = U([fl;PY [gl;%) 
= ev([fl~PY ev([gl$)) = [fl;lP(c4 [gl~p(c4z)) 
= f(k@, g([4P>z)) = f(k g(kz)) 
= (f 0 g)(k). 
It follows that o E [#’ x L)” jp,,, p]. A retraction in p is now a map r E Do 
with r o r = r. 
The next two results will be useful in what follows. 
Lemma 40. Let D be a d&domain with approximation structure and f, g E d-‘. 
Then 
Tr(f o g) = { (max{n,m},u,u) E o x Do x Do 1 
Wx)(v,u) E 'Wf)A(wv) E TM)). 
Proof. Let (n,x,u) E Tr(f) and (m,u,x) E Tr(g) with max{n,m} = k. Then v C 
f (k,g(k,u)). Now, assume that there is some k’<k and some y E Do with y 5 u such 
that u C f (k’,g(k’, y)). Then there exist n’6 k’ and x’ & g(k’, y) so that (n/,x’, u) E 
Tr(f ). Moreover, there are m’<k’ and y’ & y with (m’, y/,x’) E Tr(g). It follows 
that x’ C g(k,u). Since also x C g(k,u), it is x = x’ and n’ = n, which implies that 
y’ = y = u and m’ = m, as y’ C u and (m,u,x) E Tr(g). Finally, we have that 
k = max{n, m} Gk’ d k. This shows that (k, u, v) E Tr( f o g). 
Conversely, if (k, u, v) E Tr( f og), then there are n <k and x 5 g(k, u) with (n,x, u) E 
Tr( f ). Moreover, there are m <k and y & u such that (m, y,x) E Tr(g). It follows that 
v & f (max{n,m},g(max{n,m}, y)), from which we obtain that y = u and max{n,m} 
= k. 
Lemma 41. Let r E p be a retraction and (k,u,v) E Tr(r). Then there are n, n’, 
n”dk and x E Do such that (n/,x,x), (n,x,u), (n”,u,x) E Tr(r), n’<n, n’<n”, and 
k = max{n, n”}. 
Proof. Since v L r(k,u) = r(k,r(k,u)), there are n<k and x F r(k,u) such that 
(n,x, v) E Tr(r). Moreover, as x & r(k, u) = r(k, r(k, u)) there are n’ <k and x’ C r(k, u) 
with (n’,x’,x) E Tr(r). With the above lemma it follows that also (max{n,n’},x’,v) E 
Tr(r). But x, x’ C r(k,u). Hence x = x’ and n’<n. Since x 5 r(k,u), there are 
n”<k and u’ C u with (n”,u’,x) E Tr(r). It follows that v L r(n,x) 5 r(max{n,n”}, 
r(max{n,n”},u’)), from which we obtain that u’ = u and k = max{n,n”}. By com- 
posing (n”,u,x) with (n/,x,x) we obtain that also (max{n’,n”},u,x) E Tr(r). Thus 
n’ <n”. 
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Amadio-Longo’s extension Qp of the @-calculus is obtained by adding to the 
i/I-calculus a new constant p and the following p-axioms: 
(Pl) PP = P, 
(P2) (px>o(px) = PX (where t o u = J_u(zJx)), 
(P3) xOx=x~px=x. 
Suppose that I) is isomorphic to LI” and let @ be the isomorphism. Moreover, for two 
terms t, u of the calculus, let t* and u* be their interpretations in D. As we shall see 
later, t o u will be interpreted as Qi-* (@(t* ) o @(u* )). Thus, up to some transformation 
with the isomorphism, p has to be interpreted by a retraction on @) the range of 
which contains exactly the retractions in p. We shall now define such a retraction. 
Lemma 42. Let f E p be Jinite such that f & f 2. Then fl/l+l = flfl+2, where 
IfI is the cardinality ofTr(f). 
This lemma as well as the other ones in this section which are stated without proof 
can be derived exactly in the same way as the corresponding statements in Berardi [6]. 
For finite f E Dn such that f CeP f2 set 
Of = flfl+l 
and for g E p define 
p(g)=U{vf/fE(~)OAfC,,f2AfC,g). 
Then p is well defined. Moreover, it has the desired properties. 
Lemma 43. (1) p E [P +pm 001. 
(2) p is a retraction. 
(3) p(g) is a retraction, for each g E @. 
(4) Ifr E p is a retraction then p(r) = r. 
Proof. We only show (1) and here only that p commutes with the projection functions. 
Let i E co. Then 
Pml$) = u { Of I f E cm0 A f Lp f2 A f Lep [slfP 1, 
b(gGP = u { V[f 1” I f E (WO A f [rep f 2 A f cep g ). 
If f is finite such that f Lep f 2 and S Cep g, then [f 1:’ Cep [g]yp and [f ]rp Cep 
([f];‘)‘. This shows that [p(g)]TP &, p([g]“). 
On the other hand, if f is finite such that f Lep f 2 and f &, [g]Fp, then it 
follows from condition 4(2) that f E (P)iy which means that f = [f 1”. Thus Of = 
V[f]F’ = [Of];‘. Moreover, f Lep [g]:p Lep g. So, we also have that p([g]yp) Cep 
bWl?. 
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This shows that the function p has indeed the properties needed to interpret he 
constant p of @p. 
Theorem 44. Let D be a d&domain with approximation structure. Then p is a re- 
traction on OD, whose range consists exactly of all retractions in OD. 
6. Semantics of the @p-calculus 
In this section we complete our work and show how the results derived so far entail 
the existence of various models for @p. 
6.1. Preliminaries 
Let JI denote the collection of all J-terms, VAR be the set of all variables occurring 
in such terms and for M E _4, FV(M) be the set of all free variables of M. Moreover, 
for M, N E ,4 and x E VAR, let M[N/x] be the result of substituting N for every free 
occurrence of x in M, and changing bound variables to avoid clashes. 
Definition 45. For M, N E A, the equation M = N is provable in Afl (in symbols: 
1jI k M = N), if it can be derived from instances of the three axiom-schemes (a), 
(fl), (p) listed below by the inference rules @CL), (v), (<), (r), and (0). 
Axiom-schemes 
(a) LA4 = ny.M[y/x] 
(0) (h.M)N = M[Wl, 
(p) M =M. 
Rules of inference 
if Y G FVW, 
(PI 
M=M’ ~ M=N N=L 
NM=NM” (zj M=L ’ 
(v) 
M=M’ 





2.x.M = 2.~44” 
Definition 46. Let A be a set with at least two elements. 
(1) (A, .) is an applicative structure if . is a binary operation on A. 
(2) Such a structure is extensional if for all a, b E A one has 
(Vc%A)a.c=b.c+a=b. 
As usual we write al . a2 . . . . . a,, instead of (. . . ((al . a2). aj) . . . . . a,). 
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A valuation is a map 0: UR -+ A. If A is a dI-domain with approximation structure, 
the same is true for the set Val(A) of all valuations CJ: VAR -t A: define the partial order 
and the projection mappings argumentwise. For (T E Val(A), x E VAR and a E A, o[a/x] 
is the valuation with o[a/x](x) = a and o[a/x](y) = a(y), for y # x. 
Definition 47. Let (A, .) be an applicative structure. 
(1) An interpretation is a map f.1. which assigns, to each I-term A4 and each valuation 
cr, a member [Ml6 E A such that the following conditions (a)-(e) hold: 
(a) lkllC = c(x), 
(b) U~llcr = [WI0 . wno, 
(c) [Lx.Mnc . a = [MIL,La/xI for all a E A, 
(d) (T 1 FV(M) = B’ 1 FV(M) + f&f&, = [M-JO,, 
(e) w.wb = ibwm4.a~ if y @ FV(A4). 
(2) d = (A, ., [.I.) is a I-algebra if r.1. is an interpretation which fulfills the following 
requirement: 
@ k M = N + (VCJ E Val(A))[MIJ, = [ND,. 
(3) d = (A, ., [.I.) is a L-model if [.I. is an interpretation such that the subsequent 
condition holds: 
Sometimes J-algebras are called pseudomodels (cf. [14, 161). As has been shown 
in [5], each I-model is a I-algebra. 
Now, let D be a dI-domain with a nontrivial approximation structure, i.e., such that 
D # Do, D, be the domain built up from D in Section 4, and @ E [Da +pm o”,-] 
the isomorphism from D, onto o”,-. Moreover, let the retraction p in the last section 
be constructed with respect to D,. 
For a, b E D, define 
a. b = ev(@(a), b). 
Then (D,, .) is an applicative structure, 
Lemma 48. (Dm, ‘) is no? extensional. 
Proof. Let al, a2 E D, be defined by 
al = @-‘(&k,d) E if5 x D,.d), 
a2 = <P-‘(d(k,d) E 73 x D,.[d]p). 
Since D, # (Dm)o it follows that al # ~2. But for all c E D, we have that 
al . c = c = a2 . c. 
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6.2. Koymans’s construction 
In [ 161 Koymans presents a canonical model construction for the A-calculus start- 
ing from a reflexive object in a Cartesian closed category. Next we will apply his 
construction to D,. 
For rs E Val(D,) and M E A define [Ml: E D, by induction on M as follows: 
WI: = 4x), 
IIMWI: = WI]: . wn:, 
[ilx.Mn: = Q-‘(gk,d) E 0 x o,.p@ d[~(Xl ~l,“/~ll~~~~~~~~.~l,“ix.l~~/~l~~ 
where {xi,..., x,} = FV(M)\{x}. Th e as case deserves some explanation. 1 t 
Let f: D”,” -+ D, be defined by 
f(dl, ...dw) = ~Mn~,,,,x,l...[d.,x.~~~,~~. 
As is easily shown by induction on M, f E [Dz’ 4pm D,]. Then 
?(d I,..., d,) =Mk,d) E 0 x D,.[MnK ~I~~ll,~/xll~~~~~~.l,“ix.l~dixl~ 
where 7 is obtained from f by the abstraction operation considered in Section 3. By 
definition f(dl, . . . ,d,) E 0”~. 
It is readily verified that I[.J! is indeed an interpretation. In the next example we 
calculate the value of the K combinator in this interpretation. 
Example 49. Let K = Ax.Ayx. Then we have for CJ E Val(D, ) that 
IIWI: = @-‘(ll(W E 0 x D&vxll:,~,x,> 
= @-‘(d(k,d) E 0 x D,.(@-‘(&n,c) E 0 x D,.[d],“))) 
= @-‘(A.(k,d) E 0 x D,.@-@(d))) 
= F’(@-1 0 0). 
Note here that D, is identified with {I} x D,. 
It follows that [K]t E (Dm)o. This is the case for all closed l-terms in this inter- 
pretation. 
From [ 161 we obtain that X = (D,, ., I[.]!‘) is a I-algebra. 
Lemma 50. The q-axiom holds in X, i.e., for all M E A and x E VAR with x # FV(M) 
one has that [Jx.Mx~~ = [Ml:, for all o E Val(D,). 
Proof. Let g E [D’, dprn D,] be defined by g(u,d) = u. d. Then g(u) = &k,d) E 
0 x Doo.[u]r . d. Moreover, J is the uniquely determined projection morphism with 
eu o (S x id,_ ) = g. It follows that J = @. 
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Let FV(M) = {xl ,..., xn}. Since J(dl,...,&) E D~.[EMll~~,,lx,l...[d,kl is a projec- 
tion morphism, we obtain that 
I[A_xMxjf = @-y&d) E 0 x D,.p4]K ~~~~~~I~l~-/~ll~~~~~~~~n~l~m/~“l . d) 
= @-‘(@,d) E 0 x D,&&@]k” -d) 
= Qi-Wwn~)) 
= pfnf. 
Lemma 51. X is not a I-model. 
Proof. Let 1 = k.ily.x . y. As is shown in [5], X is a i-model just if for all a, 
b E D, such that a. c = b . c, for every c E D,, one has that [l]t . a = El]: . b, for 
all CJ E Val(D,). By the above Lemma I[lJf = [kcx]~. With Lemma 48 we therefore 
obtain that X is not a J-model. 
Let us finally show that [.Jfy can be extended to an interpretation of all @“-terms 
so that the axioms (Pl )-(P3) hold. Set rt(k, d) = d, for (k,d) E 0 x D, and define 
o[pjf = CI-~(Q-~ 0,0 0 ~0 0 7~). 
As is readily verified, I[pnf E (Doo)o. Moreover, [pIIf + d = (@-’ 0 p 0 Q)(d), for 
dED,. 
Lemma 52. The axioms (Pl)-(P3) hold in 37. 
Proof. (Pl). As p is a retraction, cP-’ o p o @o rc is a retraction too, and that in o”,-. 
With Lemma 43(4) we then obtain 
up& = v-1 0 P 0 wupn:) 
= CD-‘(p(@-l 0 p 0 @ 0 71)) 
= @-‘(@-‘0p0@07c) 
= upn:. 
(P2). Note that [px]f = (cl-’ o p o @)(o(x)). Moreover let r be the map defined 
in Lemma 39. Then it follows with Lemma 43(3) that 
upx)o wn$ 
= uwp~mm~ 
= @-'(&W E w x &dbn$ . [+)lk”). MIpll~ .[+)lk”). 4) 
= @-‘(&W E w x &vbll: . @x%= . ([I[& .4x%’ .4) 
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(P3). Assume that [xJ~ = [[x0x]:. Then @(o(x)) = @(rr(x))o@(a(x)), i.e., @(o(n)) 
is a retraction in P,-. With Lemma 43(4) we therefore have that 
Summing up what we have shown so far we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 53. For every d&domain D with a nontrivial approximation structure, (Doe, 
., I[.]lfy) is a nonextensional pseudomodel of the lfiv]p-calculus, i.e., a nonextensional 
A-algebra in which the q-axiom and the axioms (PIHP3) hold. 
As has already been said, for each closed @p-term M, [M]t E (Doo)o. Since 
(o”,-)O is in a one-to-one correspondence with [Do0 dprn D,], this means that, up 
to this correspondence, each I#Ip-term is interpreted as a projection morphism in this 
pseudomodel. 
6.3. A further construction 
In the last section we have seen that Koymans’s construction leads to a I-algebra 
which is not a l-model, but in which the q-axiom holds. Now, we present a further 
construction which results in a d-model. The n-axiom does not hold in this case. 
Let c E Val(D,) and M E _4. Define UMg E D, as follows: 
Again the last case needs some explanation. 
Proof. The stability of the map follows as usual. We only prove that it commutes with 
the projection maps. To this end we show by induction on M that for all i E o and 
all o E Val(D,) 
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which implies that 
A straightforward verification shows that I[.]! is an interpretation. Just as in the 
preceding section we now compute the value of the combinator K. 
Example 55. Let (r E Val(D, ). Then 
pin: = ~Ym,d) E 0 x aduny4&,xIlk") 
= F'(&d)E 0 x D,.[@-'(&z,a)E 0 x D,.[d]~)]~) 
= ~_'(~(k,d).[~_'(O(d))]~) 
= @-'(Y(@+oO)), 
where !P E [[Do0 jp,,, D,] dprn o”,- ] is the embedding defined in Section 3. It 
follows for i E co and c E D, that 
[[Kjf],” . c = @-‘( Y([@-’ o OllT)). c 
= Y([@-’ 0 O]y-+)(w,c) 
= [Cl 0 O];“(c) 
= [F’(o(c))]y 
= @-‘(O([c]i”)) 
= Y(@-’ 0 O)(w, [c]i”) 
= [Kg [c]i”. 
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Obviously, EKE # I[K$, which shows that the interpretations are different. 
Lemma 56. 3 = (&,, ., [.I!) is a l-model. 
Proof. Let M, N E A and (T E Val(D,) such that [k$I+l = [Nl&,,,, for all 
d E D,. It follows that [[Ml&&’ = [[Nj&,$‘, for all k E W. Hence, 
Since X is not extensional, we obtain that the v-axiom does not hold in % (cf. [15, 
Theorem 11.151). Let us now extend II[.n? such that also the constant p is interpreted. 
Define 
[p]; = @-‘(d(k,d) E W x D,. 
[@-‘(&u) E E x o,.[ev(p(~(d)),a)l,“)I~). 
Then [pJjf E II,. Moreover, 
[p]f. d = @-‘(M~,u) E w x D,.[ev(p(@(d)),u)],“). 
Lemma 57. The axioms (Pl)-(P3) hold in 3’. 
Proof. (Pl). First, we show that A(n, a) E 0 x D,.[ev(p(@(d)),u)]r is a retraction, 
for all d E D,. By Lemma 43(3) we have that 
(Mn,a) E 0 x &Jev(p(@(d)), a>l,“>(m, 
(Ah a) E 0 x &Jev(p(@(d)), a>l~>(m, c)> 
= [evM@(d)), [ev(d@(d)), c>l,“>l,” 
= ev(MQi(4)lZ, 4b(@(d)E’, [cl,“)) 
= ev(p(~([dl~)),ev(p(~([dl~)), [cl,“)) 
= evM@([4E’)), [cl,“) 
= [eW@P(d)), c)l,” 
= (&,a) E G x D,.[ev(p(~(d)),a)l,“)(m,c). 
This allows us to prove that @([p]f ) is a retraction. With Lemma 43(4) we obtain 
that 
wm:m Q(EPI$)(~J)) 
= F’(~(n,u) E w x D,.[ev(p(&(n,u) E 0 x D,. 
[ev(p(~(c)),a)l~~{,,~}),a)l~~{,,~}) 
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= CD-‘(&(n,a) E W x D,.[ev(&n,u) E 0 x D,. 
[ev(d@(c)),a)F mm{m,}~~)l~“{m.}) 
= @-‘(&, a) E 0 x Ddev(p(@(c)), a)lZnI,,nj) 
= @(UPllf )(w c). 
With a fkther application of Lemma 43(4) it now follows that 
UP. PE = @-‘@(n,a) E W x D,.[ev(p(~(Upn~)),a)l,“) 
= @‘-l(Mn,a) E W x &,.[ev(YUpn~),~)l,“) 
= @-‘(&~,a) EW x D,. 
[@-‘(Mm, c) E 0 x Ddev(p(@(u)), c)l,“)l,“) 
= UPIC. 
(P2). By Lemma 43(4) we have that 
II O (Px)E 
= ltwPx)((Px)z)n: 
= @-‘(Z(W) E 0 x D03.[ev(~(Upxn~),ev(~(Upx~),c))l~) 
= @-‘(&c) E W x &ANA@(+))), ev(d@(+))), c))lm”) 
= @-‘(Mm,c) EW x D~.[ev(p(~(a(x))),c)l~) 
= Upend. 
(P3). Suppose EXE = [x ox]:. Then we have for (k, d) E B x D, that 
wa%w) = [~(Uxn~)(W,~(Ux~)(W,d))i~, 
which implies that @([xg)(k,d) E (Dm)k, i.e., 
@(lM%k~) = PWIdl~)(k4lk” = @(lbn%[4,M). 
It follows that 
wbn:)w) = waa%~, wb&)(~~~))i~ 
= Wbllf)(k @(lbll~)(k MT=)) 
= w4.l~ )(k wbll~ )(k 4). 
This shows that @([xg) = @(I[xg) o @([x]f). With Lemma 43(4) we thus obtain 
that 
Updlf = @-‘(Z(W) E w x Doo.[ev(p(~(Ux~)),a)l~) 
= c4-‘(Mn,u) E0 x Dm.[ev(@([xE),u)]r) 
= @-‘(&w) E z x &o.@(U@)(n, [al,“)) 
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At the end of this section, we again summarize what we have shown. 
Theorem 58. For every dI-domain D with a nontrivial approximation structure, (Doe, 
., [.I?) is a nonextensional model of the @p-calculus, i.e., a nonextensional L-model 
in which the axioms (Pl)-(P3) hold. 
6.4. A nonextensional stable model 
As mentioned in Section 6.2, for every &Ip-term M with free variables xi, . . ., x,,, 
l(kdl,..., A) E 0 x DL~~~ll:,~,,,,l . . . . d.,xnl is a projection morphism. Hence [A4]: E 
(Doo)~, if 0 E Val((D,)a). In what follows we will show that (Do3)o is a reflexive 
object in the category DI of dI-domains and stable maps. Hence, it gives rise to a 
model of the A-calculus. As we shall see, this model can be extended to a model of 
Qp. We will compare it with the model X. 
Define E: W,)O +s CL 101 + (&>o and ZR: (L)o + N&)o -+s VL)ol as 
follows: 
E(f) = @-‘(Z(k,a) E W x D,.f([a$?)), (f E [(D,)o js Po3)01), 
ER(d) = & E (D,)o.@(d)(O,c), (d E (Doo)o). 
Obviously, d(k,a) E 0 x Da.f([a]r)) E (o”,-)o. Thus, E(f) is well defined. 
Proposition 59. (E, BR ) is a rigid embeddinglprojection pair. 
Proof. & and ER are stable maps. Moreover, ER o Z = idl(,- ~O_~~o~~ol. Let us now 
check that also E o BR tZs id,,m)O. For d, d’ E (Da)0 with d C d’ we have with 
Berry’s Lemma 3 that 
E(ER(d’)) n d = @-‘(Mk,a) E 75 x D,.@(d’)(O, [a]?)) n d 
= @-‘((Z(k,a) E W x D,.@(d’)(O, [a]r)) n [@(d)]$“) 
= C’(&(k,a) E W x D,.@(d’)(O,[a],M) fl @(d)(O,a)) 
= @-‘(J(k,a) E 0 x D,.@(d’)(O,a) ll @(d)(O, [a]?)) 
= E@‘(d)). 
Thus, [(Doo)o -+$ (D,)o] is a retract of (Doo)o. Set 
c o d = ER(c)(d), 
for c, d E (Doo)o. Then ((Doo)o,@) is an applicative structure. Note that 
c 0 d = @(c)(O,d) = ev(@([c]r),d) = ev(@(c),d) = c. d. 
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Lemma 60. ((Dm)O,@) is not extensional. 
Proof. Let cl, c;? E (Do0 )O be defined by 
cl = @-‘(&k,a) E sii x D,.a), 
c2 = F’(&(k,a) E W x D&a]r). 
Then ci # 122. But for all d E (Doo)o, cl d = d = [d],” = c2 . d. 
For (T E Val((D,)o) and M E n define r[A4jji E (Doo)o inductively as follows: 
Ml: = a(x), 
u~ll: = Wn: 0 IIWI:, 
I%.Wl: = W&c E (&90.~M&,]). 
It is easily verified that & E (Doo)~.~M$tC,Xl is stable and [.J? is an interpretation. 
By the definition of Z we have that 
uhwt = @-‘@@,a) E75 x kma:~~,lr,x,). 
The value of the combinator K thus computes to 
[K]: = @-‘(&(k,a) E 0 x D,.@-*(A(m,b) E W x Doo.[a]r)) 
= @-‘(d(k,a) E W x D,.@-‘(@([a],“))) 
= F’(@j- 0 0 0 [.I? 0 x). 
Lemma 61. 9 = ((Do3)o, 0, E-n!) is a A-model. 
Proof. Let M, N E /i such that @4~~tCiXl = [N~&Xl, for all c E (&, )o. Then we 
have that [M~~tt,l~,Xl = [NJj&,,OW,X,, for all a E D,, and hence that 
As the model Y is not extensional, the q-axiom does not hold in 9’. Let us now 
extend 9’ to a model of the @‘p-calculus. For h E [(Dm)o js (Dm)o] define 
P(h) = u { flf’+’ I f E Wm)o -,(D,)o1°~f[rsf2~f~sh}. 
Then p is a retraction on [(Dm)o +s (D,)o] with properties analogous to those stated 
in Lemma 43 for p (cf. [6]), i.e., 
l b is a stable retraction, 
l p”(h) is a retraction, for every h E [(D,)o +s (Dm)o], 
l if Y E [(Dm)o ds (D,)o] is a retraction, P(r) = Y. 
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Lemma 62. The axioms (PlHP3) hold in 9’. 
Proof. (Pl ). Since p” is a retraction, it follows that E o i! o ER is a retraction too. Then 
we have that 
~~~1; = sR(Q$)(~&) = z(p(z o p o sR)) = E(E 0 j7 0 sR) = I[&. 
(P2). Note that [pxnf = Z(P(ZR(a(x)))) and 
I[~ O# = Bilx.y(zx)n: = E(~c E (ooo)o.~R(a(v))(~R(a(~))(~))). 
Thus 
(P3). Assume that [xjz = [x o xl:. Then we have that 
a(x) = E(& E (D~)&(a(x))(~-R(o(X))(C)) = @(o(x)) 0 P(a(x))), 
IS a retraction. Moreover, G.(X) E range(E). Hence, we obtain with Lemma ;;.;;a;(4x)) . 
upxn; =E(~“(E~(o(x)))) = qsR(O(~))) = O(X) = u&. 
In the remainder of this section, let us compare the model Y with the pseudo- 
model X. 
Lemma 63. For each uaZuation o t Val((D,)o), UPII: & UPI!:. 
Proof. By definition we have that 
upn: = @-‘(&a) E 0 x D,.@-t(&,b) E 0 x D,. 
p”(& E (Ox)0.@([~lF’)(0~c))([~l?‘))) 
= @-‘(@,a) E sii x D,.@-‘(&I$) E W x D,. 
pl(& E (Doo)o.~(a)(O,c))([bl~ )))> 
since @([a]r)(O,c) = [@(a)]~‘(O,c) = @(a)(O,c). Moreover, 
I[& = @-‘(d(k,a) E 0 X D,K’(p(@(a)))). 
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Thus, we have to prove that 
an, b) E 0 x Dx.m E mx )O.@(~)(o,c))([bl~) cepP(@(U)). 
First, we show that 
p”(& E (ooo)o.~(a)(O,c))([bl~) E P(@(~))hb), 
for (n,b) E i55 x D,. Let h” E [(Doo)o js (D,)c]O such that 
h” c, P and h” 5s zc E (~rX)o.@(~)(O,c), 
and for (k,d)~ExD, set 
h&d) = &Id],“). 
Then h E (o”,-)“. Note that Tr(h) = { (O,u,u) 1 (u,u) E Tr(i)}. Since 
h” 0 [.]o” &, P 0 [.]o” = h” 0 [.]o” 0 h” 0 [.]o”, 
h” 0 [.li? c, (AC E (&o)o.@(~>(o,c)) 0L.10” c, @(a)o, 
we have that h !IeP h oh and h lzeP @(a). Furthermore, 
i’““l([b],“) = hlhl+l(,,b) L p(@(a))(n,b). 
With Lemma 5(3) it is readily verified that 
for every m E 0. Then we have for n E 0 and b, d E D, with b L d that 
P(hc E (&a >o.@(a>(O, c)Wl ? 1 n d@i(a)>h b) 
= u { 6”‘+‘([d]~) n hlhl+‘(n, b) 1 . . . } 
= u { h^“‘+‘([b]r) n hlfil+l(n,d) 1 . . .} 
= PC& E U&c )o.@(a)(O, c))Wl,“) n P(@(u))(~, 4 
= ii(& E (Do0 )o.@(a>fO, c))(Ibl,“). 
Here, h” E [(Dm)o -fs (Dw)o]o and h E (I$!,-)” are such that h” II, h” o i, h &, ho h, 
h” Ls Zc E (Dm)o.@(a)(O,c), and h Eep @(a). The last two inequalities imply that 
h” o [.]r Ts h,. Since composition is stable, it follows that also 
h”l+max{lSl,lhl) 0 [.]o” t, ~‘+~~“~lh”l~l~l)~ ” 
Hence h”lk’+’ o [.]r Ts (hIhI+‘),. With B err-y’s Lemma 3 we therefore obtain that 
h”“‘+‘(,d],“) r-j hlhl+r (n,b) = &‘i’+l([b]~) r-l l?“+‘(n,d). 
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As can easily be demonstrated A(cr. . . . ,c,) E (D,,)“,.~~II~I,,,~ll...I~“,~“~ is a stable 
map, for each @~-term M, each set {xl , . . . ,x,} of variables, and each valuation c E 
Val((D,)s). Next, we show by induction on A4 that for all such valuations c 
In case that M is a variable or the constant p, the statement is obvious. For the 
remaining cases let a, c E (Doo)o with a L c. First, we consider the case that A4 = LN. 
Since the operations @ and . coincide on (Doo)s, it follows with the stability of the 
latter one that 
Summing up we obtain the following result. 
(6) 
Theorem 64. For every dI-domain D with a nontrivial approximation structure, 
((DW)o, 0, II.]?) is a nonextensional model of the @p-calculus, i.e., a nonextensional 
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I-model in which the axioms (Pl)-(P3) hold. Moreover, for every Ibp-term M and 
every valuation o E Val((D,)o), EMjf C [Ml:. 
6.5. An extensional stable model 
Since the projection function [.I0 O3 is defined argumentwise, (Doo)o is the colimit of 
the o-chain 
DO is a dI-domain. So, one can work in the category Die of dI-domains and rigid 
embeddings and consider the colimit b of the w-chain 
Do + [Do ds Do] --t . . . . 
It is well known that b determines an extensional model of the I-calculus. It can be 
extended to a model of @Ip. In this section, we will study the relationship of this 
model with the pseudomodel X. 
Because of property 4(5) DO is a retract of D. We use this retraction to construct a 
retraction between D, and fi. 
Let F : Die + Die be the endomorphism space functor, i.e., for dI-domains Q and 
Q’, and a rigid embedding/projection pair (f, fR) with f E [Q --)$ Q’], let F(Q) = 
[Q -+$ Q] and F(f) and F(f )” be defined by 
F(f)(g) = f 0 g 0 f R, F(f)RVQ=fRohof, 
for g E [Q hs Q] and h E [Q’ +s Q’]. Moreover, for a, d E DO and g E [DO ds DO] 
set 
C(a)(d) = a, CR(s) = g(J-1. 
Then C E [DO ds [DO -+s DO]] and CR E [[DO -+s DO] ds DO]. (C, CR) is a rigid 
embedding/projection pair. Let 
L? = {s E IIF” 1 (Vn E o)s(n) = F”(C)R(s(n f 1))) 
be the colimit of the o-chain (F”(Do),F”(C))~~~. Since F is o-continuous, h is 
isomorphic to [b -ss B]. Let r E [h -+s [b -+s d]] be the isomorphism. 
In a first step, we inductively define a family of rigid embeddings 
Z,: F”(Do) -+ E”(D) (n E a). 
Let to this end eD be the canonical embedding of DO into D. Moreover, for k E W and 
d E E”(D), set q,(k,d) = d and l,(d) = (0,d). Then we define Z, and Zf by 
ZO = eD, -g = [X2 
Zn+l(f) = Zil 0 f 0 .g 0 %I, .g+,(g)=g0gOWz, 
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where f E F"+'(Do) and g E En+‘(D), Note that B and each F”(Ds) is furnished with 
the trivial approximation structure. By simultaneous induction on n it follows that Z,, 
and Z,” are projection morphisms and Z,(f) E (ER(D))o, for each f E F”(Do). 
Lemma 65. (Z,,,Z,“) is a rigid embeddinglprojection pair, for each n E co. 
Proof. For n = 0 the statement is true by Definition 4. Assume that it holds for n. As 
is readily verified, Zf+r o Zn+i = id,.+,(,O). Let now g, g’ E P’(D) with g &, g’. 
Then we have for (k,d) E 0 x E”(D) that 
(Vn+l O z,R+, )(g’) n g)(k 4 = (Zn 0 Z,R)(g’(O, Vn 0 Z,R W))) n g(k 4 
= (Zn oZ,R)(g(W)) n g’(O,(Zn oZ,%d)) 
= (Z, oZ,” og)(O,(Z, oZ;)(d)) I-I g’(k,d) 
= (Zil,l O ZnRtl )(g). 
(7) 
(8) 
Here, Berry’s Lemma 3 has been applied twice. In line (7) we used the induction 
hypothesis and the fact that g(0, (Z, oZf)(d)), g(k,d) C g’(k,d). For line (8) note that 
Z, 0 Z,” 0 g CeP g LeP g’ and (O,(Z, 0 Z;)(d)) C (k,d). 
The subsequent commutation rules follow by simultaneous induction. 
Lemma 66. (1) F”(C) o Z,” = .Zf+r oE”(@). 
(2) Z,, OPT = E”(@)R ~Z,+I. 
(3) F”(C)R o Z;+r = Z,” o E”(@)R. 
(4) Zn+l o F”(C) = E”(O) o Z,,. 
Now, for s E b, t E D,, and n E o define 
A(s)(n) = Z&(n)>, AR(t)(n) = Z,R(t(n)). 
With the above rules it is readily checked that d(s) E (Dw)o and AR(t) E b. Since 
the maps Z, and Zt are stable and the partial order on B and D, is defined com- 
ponentwise, A and AR are stable too. As a consequence of Lemma 65 we moreover 
obtain the next result. 
Proposition 67. (A, AR) is a rigid embeddinglprojection pair. 
This shows that d is a retract of (Doo)o and D,. 
Let in,, E [E”(D) jPrn D,] and in,, E [F”(Do) --ss B] be the canonical injections 
of E”(D) and F”(Do), respectively, into D, and fi, and pr, E [Do0 -‘pm E”(D)] 
and @, E [8 --+s F”(Do)] be the corresponding projections (cf. (I), (2)). Then the 
following identities are a consequence of Lemma 66. 
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Lemma@. (1) in,oZ,,=Aom,. 
(2) i&n o Z,” = AR o in,. 
(3) Z: opm = p^r, 0AR. 
(4) Z,, o p^r, = pr, 0~ 
With Lemma 32 and its analogue for the stable case we have for t E D,, f E o”,-, 
s E fi, and g E [fi +S fi] that 
Q(t) = u E(in,)(pr,+,(t)) = u, in,, opr,+,(t) 0 (id, x pr,), 
@-l(f) = u: in,+,(E(in,JR(f )) = u, in,+,(pr, of o (id, x in,)), 
and 
T(s) = u m-dp^r,+dsN = u G,o l%,+,(s) 0 &, 
P(g) = u; i^n,+l(F(i^n,)R(g)) = u; iG,+,(@, 0 g 0 &,). 
The subsequent commutation rules are now easily verified. Let to this end r(t) = (0, t), 
for t E D,. 
Lemma 69. Let t E D,, s E b,, f E o”,- , and g E [b --+s b]. Then the following 
properties hold: 
(1) T(AR(t)) = AR o Q(t) 0 z o A. 
(2) @(A(s)) = A 0 T(s) 0 AR 0 7~. 
(3) A( T-‘(g)) = @-‘(A 0 g 0 AR 0 n). 
(4) AR(@-‘(f)) = T-‘(AR 0 f 0 10 A). 
For 6 E [b dS d] define 
Then 1 is a retraction on [6 -+s b,l with properties analogous to those stated in 
Lemma 43 for p. In the model of Qp which we are going to define on b, the constant 
p is interpreted by r-‘( r-’ o j? o r). We will study how (A, AR) relates this model 
to the pseudomodel X. 
Proposition 70. AR(@-‘(P1 0 p o @ o n)) = T-‘( T-’ 0 b 0 T). 
Proof. With the above identities we have that 
AR(@-‘(@-’ o p o Qi o 71)) = T-‘(A” o @-’ o p o @o A). 
Moreover, we obtain for s E fi that 
AR@-‘(p(@(A(s))))) = T-‘(AR o p(A o T(s) 0 AR o K) 0 z 0 A). 
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Therefore, it remains to show for h^ E [b -+s b] that 
u{y+llp E [B +s b]O A p c, .i’ A p E, i} 
=Ll{ ARoVfozoAIf~(~~=)o 
nfc,f*~f~,~Ao~oA~o~}). (9) 
Let { E [b +s 81’ such that f^ C, /’ and f C, 1. Set f = A o f o AR o n. Obviously 
_f E 0”~. As is shown in [6], 
Tr(f o AR) = { (u,v) 1 (h)(u,w) E Tr(AR) A (w,v) E Tr(f)}. 
With Lemma 31 it follows that Tr(j‘ o AR) is finite. Let us observe next that Tr(A o 
^ 
.f o AR) is also finite. We have that 
Tr(A o 1 o AR) = { (u,u) / (3w)(u,w) E Tr(j‘o AR) A (w,u) E Tr(A)}. 
If (w,u) E Tr(A), then u C A(w). Since A(w) is compact, there are only finitely many 
such u, by axiom I. It follows that Tr(A o f^ o AR) is finite. Finally, note that 
Thus, f is a finite function, i.e., f E (o",-)". Moreover, we have that A o f o AR tI, 
AojoARoAo~oAR, which implies that f &, f o f. As is easily verified, 
Vf = f l+“XtX{ifl,‘f’} = A o j’+man{‘f”‘f’} o AR o 7c = A o /“‘+’ o AR o n. 
Hence j1/“+1 = AR o Of o z o A. This shows that the left-hand side in line (9) is a 
lower bound of the right-hand side. 
Now, conversely, let f E (o”,- )’ with f &, f 2 and 
L 
f &, AohoARon. (10) 
Define f = AR o f o z o A. Then f E [fi -+s fi]. As above it follows that Tr(f ) is 
finite, i.e., that f E [b -ss b] ‘. Because of property ( 10) we obtain with Lemma 30 
that A o AR o f = f. Therefore, f g, f” and 
.plf’lfl -1+max{l.flM> 
f 
It follows th, jli’+’ 
= AR o f l+max{if^idfi} o 1o A. 
= AR o Of o 1 o A, which shows that the right-hand side in line (9) 
is also a lower bound of the left-hand side. 
For si, s2 E 6 set 
31 * s2 = 2% )(s2). 
(b,, *) is an extensional applicative structure. 
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Lemma 71. Let ~1, s2 E L? and tl, t2 E D,. Then the following two properties hold: 
(1) 4Sl *s21= 4Sl)~4S2). 
(2) &t*) * &(t2) rr @(t, . t2). 
Proof. Property (1) is easily verified with Lemma 69. In the case of property (2) we 
derive the more general result that 
Mt, t’) E D2,.AR(t) * AR(t’) &, &t, t’) E D2,.AR(t. t’), (11) 
which we will need later. Let to this end (dl,d2), (d’,,dk) E D’, with (dl,d2) c 
(di,di). Then it follows with Lemma 69 and Berry’s Lemma 3 that 
AR(d;) Ir AR(d;) n dR(dl . dz) 
= WR(d:WR(d:)) n dRVYdl )(W,dz)) 
= dRWd: W, (A 0 dR)(d;))) n JR(@(d, )(m,dz)) 
= dRP(d: )0-J (A 0 dR)(d:)) n @‘Cdl )(u,dz)) 
=dR(Yd:)(o,dz)n~(dl)(O,tdodR)(d~))) 
= dR(@(d: )(w d2) n Wl NO, (A 0 dR)(d;)) n Wl )(m,d;N 
= dRCW: )@,d;) n @Cdl )(O,(d 0 AR)(&) n @Cdl )(W,d2)) 
= ~RP(4 W,(d 0 AR)@:) n &I) 
= ~RP(4 NO, (A 0 dRW2)N 
= AR(d,) * AR(d2). 
Now, for a valuation D E Val(8) and a @p-term A4 we inductively define the 
interpretation [MJt E 8 as follows: 
uxn: = 4x), 
93 = (6, *, [.]f) is an extensional l-model. As in the preceding section it can be 
shown that the axioms (Plk(P3) hold in ~8. 
Theorem 72. g is an extensional model of the Ipp-calculus and for every @‘p-term 
M and each valuation o E Val@), r[A4]: C dR([M]&). 
Proof. Note that the maps 
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are stable. By induction on M we show the more general statement that for all (T E 
Val(d) 
If A4 is a variable or the constant p the statement is obvious. We consider first the 
case that A4 = LN. Let a, c E b with a & c. Then we obtain with property (11) and 
Berry’s Lemma 3 that 
Let us next assume that M = 1y.N with y # x. Then it follows with Lemma 69 
that 
In line (13) we used that 
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As a consequence we have that A([MJf) L [[Ml&,, for all @?p-terms M and 
valuations (T E Val(B). 
7. Conclusion 
We have demonstrated that in the context of dI-domains with approximation structure 
and morphisms which are compatible with the approximation structure, i.e., which 
commute with the projections that map points to their best approximation, a class of 
models of Amadio-Longo’s A&-calculus can be constructed. The construction followed 
Scott’s D, construction of a I-model in the category of cpo’s with continuous functions 
and used an idea by him to construct a retraction of all retractions. 
The models refine Berardi’s dI-domain model of this calculus. In addition to stability 
one has a bound on the growth of the functions which (up to isomorphism) interpret 
the terms of the calculus and on the amount of information about the argument which 
is needed in the computation of a function value. It would be interesting to know 
whether, at least for the pure &calculus, similar models can be constructed such that 
the functions in the model can only grow in a controlled way. 
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